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ABSTRACT

"Toirs XBT tempenture pries have been used in a parametic model introduced by Hendry

(1988) to model the Gulf Stream's thermal structur at 65*W between 200 and 1200 db'r, with an r•m

residual ern" of 0.560C. Velocity has been computed geostrophicaly relative to 1200 dbsr, sod has

been included in calculating potential vorticity analytically from the model. The resulting potential vor-

ticity s•cim for 65W has been compared with the analogous result from Hendry's parametric model

at 591W, as well as observed potenI• vortiaty sections from 6r to 550W. There ia a significant

feature in the potential vorticity structure at 65-W not found at 59W, namely a relative minimum in

potentil v•ticity along isopycnals, centered at the Gulf Stream's aos and 350 dbar. The modelled

potential vonticity sections are consistent with the observations, including the downstream disappearance

of tds festm The dymical imphcations of these results are briefly discussed.
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1. latsedletim

Various authors (Hall and Bryden, 1985; Hendry, 1988; Hogg, 1986, 1991) have used parameten-

zations of the Gulf Stream's (GS) thernocline temperature field, based an limited measurements, in

order to correct currewm t velocity and temperature ame series to fixed standard depths. These

parameterizations generally take advantage of the quai-fixed or "canonical" nature of the field, at least

for a given downstream Iocation: the primary mode of variability for the GS thermodine is a simple

horizntal translation, rather than internal deformation (Manning and Watts, 1987; Halkin and Rossby,

1985; Rosaby, 1987). Beyond their utility as correctional tools these zations produce model

GS dtermoclines that can themselves be analyzed. Indeed, in his 1988 paper, Hendry suggests using

thm for regiol intercoal of GS structr The intent of this paper is to do precisely that

using data collected in 1988.

During a hydrographic survey made as part of the Syn optic Ocean P rediction (SYNOP) Experi-

ment (Hall and Foflonff, 1993) four XBT crossings of the GS were obtained, between additional C)

and XBT sections at 680 and 55W. Hall and Fofonoff (1993, hereafter IF93) have described in detail

the oberved GS structure from the CID sections, but they did not discuss the XBT sections. Three of

these, located from 67"-63W, consisted entirely of T5 drops, which yield temperatures as deep as

1800 m; they were acquired within a time span of just over a day, and crossed the "straight" portions of

a troughrest pair (fig. la). This group of sections, comprising a total of 36 temperature profiles, has

adequate vertical and cross-strem resolution to apply Hendry's model and obtain a smoothed GS ther-

mocline nominally at 65-W, for comparison with his 59PW section.

In order to make this comparison with Hendry's OS thermodline at 59W, HIendry's (1988)

method is applied to the st of XBT profifes centered around 65W. In the ne section, the model fit

ia derived in soie detail, and the resulting analytical GS thermoclive is compared with the XBT ober-

vatin and with Hendry's 5VW section. In section 3, potna vosticity cross-sictions for this 65W

mad Hendry's 5'W section m computed for -P- :I this paper, potential vorticity will be

he dynamical quantity of particua interest for it is what determines th curent's inhen stability

properties. Does the OS's canonical cross-smtrna stnutr chang in potentially significant ways as we

move downtMam? Mic discussion pl=e the results into a largier context by comparison with observa-

ticm of GS potential voiticity at other locations along the Stresm as well. 'I'e final sections briefly

summarize the conclusions of the overall study.



A buiu omvisw (f Hmys method rougly following his notation, is a follows: First, each

teprj r proftl was fit to a hyperbolic tangen fwsction of pessme over a range of 200-1500 dbar

T =A ftnh (B(C -p)] +D (I)

so that (A tank(BC)iD) and (D -A) bound the temperatures a given proftl can represent (since p > 0

only); C is the "temocline depth," where a/T•p is a maximum and B gives the scale depth of the

tbermodline. Nlet, parametersA, B, and D were fit to functions of C, viz.:

A - e(-4C)+ ; (2)

D aA + P; (3)

B m a .vch[b(C-c)]+ d, (4)

and finally, with cross-stream distane y taken as the distance to the location of the 15°C isotherm at

200 m, paramer C was fit to

C(,) - -A, tamh[8 3(Cj-y)J +D1  (5)

where die sbscript) aure used to indecate that these are different from (A. B, C, D) in (1). In (5),

(AI + D1) and (DI - AO) give the maximum and mininmm thmocline depths; B is the scide width of

the thermodine drop, Ie., the curren's defomaton radius; and C, is an offtet dependent m origin

cholce. Postivey values coffespond to icreasing distance onshore (northad) of the axis. Thus, x

and u, the alongtream coordinate and veocity, are positive in in the downstream direction, usually

lose to eat; and v and y, the cross-stream coordinate and velocity, are positive in the "northward-like"

directions, rI. (In most of the literature on the Gulf Stream, the onshore side is shown to the left

in figurs of cross-sectimnr, so this convention is adopted for the figures in this paper.) The notation is

admittedly confuin, but reference to Table 1 shows which of these parameters are constant rather than

ftzitions of y. Previous sauxrs (for exaple, Hogg, 1986) have used the hyperbolic tangent T(p)

profile locally as a OS modld; but the ftmperatum mue ard scale depth of the OS fthrocine change

aross the crua , and this crmos stemam struc u mt be included to obtain a realistic repnsentaon.

[Osary, it might be desirable Wt fd a model depndiwg oan fewe than 13 panumeter; however, the

point of dds afte is instead, to provide aohrcross-section to c 1ot pare with Heahys.]

Figures l(b,) show the collection of temperatm profiles from the 36 XBT drops to be used in

the moddd and the muperam section versus along-track distance from southwest (•ight, 0 kin) to

no'theast Oe/L, 500 kin). T•ere amseveral temperature inveions associam d with Slope Water
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intruions on the cold "sides" a well as a deep, thickened 18'C Water layer. These features will con-

tribute to the uncertainty in the final fits, but there is no good way to quantify their Specific effect

Errors in fag rate for T5's are ncther source of uncertainty becase these errors have a greater relative

effect deeper in the wate column, where the net change of temperatsre is small acro the OS at a

givue depth, the following fit includes values only between 200 and 1200 dbar, rather than 1500 dbar as

Heny used. Proceeding directly along Hekdry's lines, each of the 36 temperature profiles was then fit

to equation (1), yielding a collection of 36 values of (A, B, C, D) corresponding to the 36 XBT profiles.

(Meters and deciburs assumed interchangeable for the purposes of this note.) An initial fit of A to C

was used to identify values lying more than 1.5 standard deviatiom from the fitted curve. This elim-

inated five points, mad the remaining 31 stations were used to continue with the fits for B(C) and D(A);

these fits had no outliers beyond two standard deviations (2.1 for D). Figures 2(a, b, d) show the fitted

curves A(C), B(C), D(A); the 31 points to which the curves were fit; and the 5 outlier stations, plotted

as open circles.

In order to calcula cross-stream position y as the distance to IC at 200 m, one must define y

for stations lying between two adjacent stream, crossin - though C is fixed for such stations, the

choice fory is cleady ambiguom. [Note that using a different definition, such as 12"C at 500 m, as an

origin simply shifks the y coordinate uniformly by about 17 kin, and does not remove the ambiguities

noted above.] Between the first two sections, there was an overlap of two XBT drops; both of these

yield similar (C, y) pairs, and both were included in the fit. However, between the second and third

sections, we concluded on the basis of satellite IR data that we had not fully crossed the GS into the

warmn side before die isotherms rose again for the third section. There are four stations lying in the

overlap region that might be used to define (C, y) par for the fit; two of these were included as

"belonging to" the second section, and two to the third. These choices yield a group of 33 (C, y)

values for the fit given by (5), and again this fit was good to within two Standard deviations. Fig. 2c

Shows the fit Cy), the 33 points used fbr the fit, end the 5 points omitted frm all the fits.

The rm enot of the finl T(py) fit to the data for all 36 stationsbetween 200 and 1200 dbar, s

0.6C, and for the 31 stations used in the fits, it is 0.0C. The values of the thirteen parameters are

lised in Table 1, along with Hendry's (1988) values, and Fig. 3 compares the synthesized temperature

feld with the first XBT temperature section over a Similar range of y. Except for north of the axis

(y > 0), whem the frontal aspect at temperatures T 2:140C is smoothed by the model, it reproduca the

temperature structure well: The synthetic field has a dtermocline depth ranging from 112 to 763 dbar

and reproduces temperatures ranging from 4.27 to 18.98-C between 0 and 1200 dbar. For comparison,

Hendry's model thermocline varies from 123 to 767 dbar and has temperatures ranging from 4.32 to
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l&799C for 0.1200 dbor. The similarity is hardy syuaping: Recall th, A a DdeDne he net tan-

peravure range of the curraC while constants A1 uI d D 1 in the fit for C give the net thermodline drop

across the current, and IDi- is the deformtion radius for the thernocline, qpoximately 38-40 km

accorig to the values in Table I. he constant parameter values in these thrme fits (rable I) are only

moderately different for the two sectims, as oe might expect, since such integral properties of the

current me relatively constant going downstream.

In contrast, the local inverse scale depth for temperatuse is modeled by fit (4) for B, which is

much difeirent for the two sections; became C is a function of y, horizontal scales of variability are

implicit in B(C) as well, even though C(y) is similar for the two sections. Figure 4 shows (B(C y)]-r

explicitly as a functio of y across the current for 6? and 59W: not only are the extrema (given by

d, a4d in (4)) farth spart at 6.F than at 59W, but the cross-stream distance over which most of the

change occurs is slightly less at the former as well, leading to a steeper profile for B' oveand. As Will

be seen in Section 3, the songer character of the increase of B (decrease of B-1) at 65OW leads to a

aigificar* PV feaure that is absent at 599W; and we will see that the feature is robust to erru in the

fit.

Geostrophic velocities may be calculated using

au -Sa 0 T (6)

aC = l0'rkg m=3 "C-1

wheo T is used a a proxy for cr, and a, is the proportionality constant Keeping in mind the resolu-

tion of the front, and that T is not a particularly good proxy for density when T 2 lC (especially on

the cold side), the resulting velocity field nevertheless reproduces features typical of GS velocity sec-

tins, such a exhibiting a southward shift with depth of the velocity maxmumn. Table 2 makes a quan-

titative comparison of nadimum velocities u, and trnst in depth ranges, for the model and the

observations: model values for transport am inteedide among the observations, while u. is on the

low side, probably became it occurs within the front Transports for HeIdry's model at 59W are

ar similar to results at 65OW, because these depend on the net drop of isotherms across the current

rather the= local variability.

We now turn to the PV structure of the current, which is of greater dynamical interest.



I. Pefmealt Vordelty

An mnaytic model is tusef for examimng a highly derived quantty stic a the pottidal voraicity

(OM stsuca associated with the teupemattre fidd, snce the caulation can be done analytically for

the most put. As noted above, temnperature has been used as a prox for density co using a fixed value

c6 of the propot•imality constant thms, potenial vorticiy r can be calculated using s as the con•er-

vative tracr in the expresion for r, for compaison with HF93. To review, the full PV n of a water

parcel is then given as

-lonH2 w -Vas (7)

(e.g., Pedlosky, 1979), where 20 is planetary vorticity and m d is the (three-dimensional) relative voni-

city of the flow. The minus sign ensures positive values of H in the northern hemisphere for large

scale flow. In quasi-geostrophic theory, (7) reduces to

S•, m -+ (8)

and in the eastward GS, v, << i,, so that term may be droppe However, becam isopycnals depart

significanty from being hozontal, a nan-quasigeostrophic term must also be retained from the dot pro-
duet in (7/), nsmly, 0 '•h •y (scale analysis can be used to show that this term may be of the order

d n() ml,--1 au 0 er a b fth*re

of -' •u..a, se HP3). 1rn exxesim for n then becomes, a in we93,
p.

-1 _ au

or, using (6) md writing (9a) in twrms of temperatu,

-n" a - ÷ + "O - = (9b)

G6(f 8 uaT g~a! r)2

One may add a barotropc velocity component at 1200 dbar if desired, but leaving it out in subsequent

calculations does not affect the qualitative structmre of the PV fields. Tereore only barocnc veloci-

ties rielative to 1200 dbar ae included in what follows. In the deininon (9) of H, the only term that is



not auly calcul" analydially is & a m~sic obtaining th geostrophic velocity in dse fluu place

wnvolvs integration with depth it is Wa sMpErf (and adeqatey accurate) to cdalclate this term. by

The PV fields havie been calculated. for this siection and for Hendry's, using the paramete values

of Table 1 and equations (6) and (9), they are shown in Figures 5a, and 6L. It is important to recognize

that a deutsiy-conserving water parcel in fth current locally feels the PV distribution along isopycnals.

Therefore several representative isodwens have been superposed on the PV in Figures 5 and 6, to give

the reader an idea of how the crms-sftram. PV structwe, as viewed by water parcls, varie from one

part of the diermocline to another. Several othe comments are in order regarding the three different

components contributing to fl in (9). FPrst, note that f , u7., and 0 all vary across the Stream;

changes in the product f &0aedomnate by changes i0,0 and 0 is insignificanit compared to the

relative voctcity. Thus the term proportional to f 0 (or fTc) is referred to as the stretching comn-

ponent simc it mainly reflec compression and stretching of isopycrials (isotherms). In contrast,

chagesin -5- are dominated by the change in the relative vorticity --u. itself. This term is

referred to as the relative vosticity component,ý and it reinforces stretching north of the axis, the

cyclonic side, bit reduces it on the anticyclonic side where -a.u is negative. The thid term will be

Caled he aft~g~g~ntinkdc (non-QO term, and is everywhere negative. It is strongest just north of

the velocity maximum, and Mik the velocity field, its maximum slopes southward with depth. ibe

stretching component dmntsPV structure at both sections, as demonstrated by comparison of Fig-

ures 5a and 6a (total PY) with 5b and 6b (stretching PV). 7be relative and non-QO contributions are of

comparable magnitudie to one another, as much as 25% as great as the stretching term; becase of their

chratritc structuras, they tend to cancel in fth cyclonic portions of the current and reinforce one

ante onhe anticyclomic side

The GS has long beow recognized, and modeled, as a strong PV front, separating less strongly

stratified low PV Sargasso Sea water from more stratified, higher PV slope water. T1his structure is

visible but not prominent in Figures 5 and 6 because the strogest part of the front lies above 200 mn,

and is largely due to the transition to slope wate T/S characteristics, not accounted for by the model.

A move complex structure is striking at 65OW (Fig. 5), namely a pronounced inunmuin along isotherms

located nar the axis at a depth of about 350 tn. Notice that this minimumn is uinerent in the vertical

density structure alone (Fig 5b), for its appearance does no depend ont the inclusion of the relative and
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n qm..aei rhic terms of r[, although the lat tends to enhanCe it igure 5c shows total PV

values along the 12.C isotherm (the 200 dbar temperature at y - 60km), which passes through the

minimum. At 591W, this 350 m axis minimum is absn in the total PV, tough in fact the sum of the

stretching and non-QO trms alone displays it; but ftre is a deeper minimum centered at 700 m about

50 km south ofthe axis, a fee= hinted at in Fig. 5a for 6?5W by the slight pinching of PV contours

at that same depth, again 50 km offshore of the axis. Below temperatures of 70-8"C at both sections,

PV remains approximiaely uniform along ioher.

First consider how well the model reproduces observed PV in the GS. In Figure 7, the PV sec-

tion of HP93 at 68W has been replotted and smoothed using tr contours (10, 20, and

25 x 10-1"m me's 1 ) to highlight its ke y features; it is shown over a , ,z) range comparable to that in

Figures 5 and 6. (The current axis y - 0 corresponds to the location of station 7 in HlP3's figures.)

Although the plot is noisy, tem is a clear break in strong values near the axis, though it is some 100 m

deeper than th corresponding aminimum in the synthesized section at 65°W. -F93 identified dtis sin-

gle minimum, and associated it with densities of ao =26.4-27.1 kg m-3 (0- 1= 1-1C). Figure 7 of

this note, rather less cluttered than Fig. 9a of 1F93, suggests that the minimum occurs in a deeper

ran of er (perhaps 26.9-27.4 kg m-3 , 0e 8'-13.50C); moreover, at 40-50 km offshore of the axis

beween 600 and 700 m. there indeed appears to be aother relative minimum like the oe seen in the

model PV at W.

Relative to the density range and current axis, the location of the shalower minimum also agrees

closely with that pictuard in Bower et aL (1985). Their PV section at 68W (their Figure Id), calcu-

lted only frm density dat shows dte a mniumum and offshmo relative maximum at densities

a# = 27.0 - 27.5 kg m- 3. They do not find the weaker and deeper secondary minimum, but this is not

surpasing, a this feature depends on the inclmion of trms other than the streutcing (compar Figure

6a and b). For the model at 67W, the PV contrast bawee the minimum and the higher values to

north and south (along an isotherm) is apprxmaty equal, about 4-5 x 10"1 1m- 1#"1 (Fig. 5c). The

obsvations at 6WW show the contrast going csho= (northward) to be much greater than that going

ofsore about 25 x 10"ilm'Is"1 compared to 5-10 x 10"U1m'ls1" (HW93). The discrepancy of course

is due to the fact th the model does not reachth high values of PV northward of the axis, as nod

above. It is furth intresting that according to observations dt shallow minimmn does not seem to

persist downstream: it is barely evident in Bower et al.'s 64"W section, and absent entirely in their

sections father downsmem; nor was it found in the 55°W CTD section (see HF93). This is consistent

with its absence in Hendry's model PV structure for 59"W (fig. 6a), though the weaker offshore

minimum aty = 50-60 km persists. As noted above, the latter is due to the combined effect of the last
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twoam ansuiga & hodside of (7)both of whmiiare deo theflowandam negativesouthof the

We ratiun to the dynamical importauce of this specific PV structure momentarily, but consider

first how erroi in the fits could modify the results. The similarity of the parameters in the fits for A,

D, and C at the two locations reaect the pesistent downstream come= of the OS's thermocline

str•cure. Indeed, one could do a reasonable job of selecting these fit simply by careful examination

by eye of the observed tenpersatre structure. Quari•tatively, as well, the model is insensitive to

changes in these fits: subsituting the 59"W fits for A, A, C at 65OW, the rm, error over the 36 sta-

tions, between 200 and 1200 dbar, increases only to 0.59°C (from 0.56 C). Qualitatively, a substitution

for A and D, or for C, alone does not affect the PV structr substantially.

By contrast, changes to the fit for the local inverse scale depth B more strongly affect the model.

Quantitatively, holding the fits for A, D, C but substituting 59W parameters for B increases the rms

error in temperature to 0.62C. More significantly, this substitution completely eliminates the relative

minimum at 350 mt seen in the model PV. To examine this point fiather, the constant parameters in the

fit for B were varied smoothly so that the steeper 65OW curve in Figure 4 gradually approached the

shape at m9OW, while holding the fits for A, D, and C at their 65*W values. The relative minirmum in

PV persists, retreating upward and northward as the 59W curve for B is approached. However, the

values of(a, b, c,d) in (2) must be changed over 90% of the way from the 651W to the 59*W values

before the minimum disappea altogether. Indeed, the fitted curve for B as given by the parameter

values in Table 1 is significantly better than a fit using altered values: when altered values (90% of the

way towards the 59°W values) me used, the standard deviation of the differeme between predicted and

fitted values of B(C) over 31 points is 50% greater than when the values in Table 1 are used. Further-

more, over most of the range of C. the two curves differ by an amount greater then the standard devia-

tim of the original fit.

We now retum to the dynamical significmce of features in the PV field. It was noted that the

cur•nt's stability properties depend on its PV structu In particular, away from the ifluenc of top

and otto bondaresthe V gadiet W must Change sign somewhere within the current for uuista-

bilities to be possible. Now in a flow where density is conserved following fluid parcels, the appropri-

ate gradient I". to consider is that calculated along isopycnals (in quasigeostro theory this is the

same to lowes mder as flr along comtant z, but in the GS isopycnals depart from horizontal). Follow-

ing the PV stric•t along the isotberms superposed in Fgure 5a, we see that at temperatures below

about 90C and above 140C ni is nearly uniform along isotherms. However, mid-thermocline isotherms,
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such a that shown in Fig. 5c, pas through some part of the minimunm, and hence along these, the gra-

dient of f does chan sign.

Theoretical work by Pratt et at. has investigated the dynamics of a current with such a PV struc-

ture, modeling the flow as a mid-atibide jet with piecewise uniform PV. (Note that because the axis

minimum is present in the stretching component alone, it is a fundamental feature of the GS and it is

thus appropriately included at lowest order in such a model.] They found that when dte PV contrast at

the southern edge of the miniumm is 0(20-50%) the magnitude of the contrast north of the minimum,

instabilities develop on the southern side of the current, which resemble the "warm oufteaks" described

by Comillon et at. (1986), in which warm, shallow Gulf Stream water (as opposed to slope water) is

ejected into the Sargasso Sea. These outbreaks are observed only south of the stream, and occur only

west of 65"W. At 68*W, the PV contrast falls within the range necessary for instability (HF93),

though in the synthesized section at 65*W the northern contrast is underestimated for reasons cited

above. At m"W, the shallow minimum is absent, and indeed warm outbreaks do not seem to occur

this far easL Indeed, Pratt et a. 's (1991) model is inappropriate for investigating the dynamics of the

deeper minimum found in the synthesized PV at 590W, because that minimum arises from terms not

accounted for in the model.

4. Cendudow and bJmpeadow

Following a method introduced by Hendry (1988), 36 XBT temperature profiles near 65OW have

been used to model the OS thermocline there between 200 and 1200 dbar. The model allows the tem-

penratre rmap and scale depth of die thermodine to vary as a function of thelmodine depth, which in

tum is a fraction of crms-ream position in the current. This 65°W model section has been compared

with Hendy's analogous result at 59'W: the quantitative similarity of most of the constant parameters

in the fits for the two models reflects the downstream persistence of the OS's bulk canonical structure,

in-hxf minimm and maxinum temperattue mm adi maxinum thermodline depths, predicted

baroclnic transport relative to 1200 dbar, and the curren's defornation radiu. There is a madrd

difference, however, in the cros-stream variation of the scale depth for temperature at the two sections,

which leads to a significant difference in the potential vorticity structure computed from the model at

the two locations. In particular, at 65'W there is a relative minimum along mid-tbermocline isopycnals

near the OS axis at 350 dbar, that does not appear in the downstream section. This minimum is evi-

dently a robust feature of the GS's PV near 6WW, inherent in the density smucture of the current, and

enhanced by the inclusion of a non-quasigeostrophic term in the expression for PV. Overall, the

modeled PV strucure for the GS at 65 and 59OW, and the downstream modification they imply, are
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comUMM with obMed PV sectons betw 6r 68a n 5W. At mW there is a deeper relative

minmmm 50 km suth of the axis, o sen in tde observations of Bower t at. (based on density

alone), because it derives from the relative vorticity and non-quasigesotrophic contributions to the PV.

The difltrence in the types and locaons of relative minima and maxima at 650 and 59W sug-

gests that the nature of instabilites arising in the GS ca vary as a function of longitude. One example

is the warm outbreaks (Comillon et aL, 1986) observed primarily west of 6?W, which according to

theoretical work by Pratt et aL (1991) could arise in a jet with the PV structure observed at 68" and

65°W. Alternatively, the cross-abeam variation of the temperature scale depth may change in time as a

result of meanders or ring interactions distorting the thennocline, steepening it or sprading it out.

Manning and Watts (1989) have identified two important modes of thermocline variability other than

translation, that could have such an effect Their so-called "transport mode" is associated with a net

incrase in the drop of the thennocline across the current, and their "vorticity mode" with a change in

horizontal shear. The first would certainly change the fit for C (y), and the second might affect any of

the fits. Such changes are likely to affect the axis minimum in PV, suggesting that temporal variability

in the current's stability properties could result as well.

My involvement in the SYNOP program has been greatly enriched by continuing interactions with

the many individuals who have contributed to this group effort. I also thank anonymous reviewers

whose comments vastly improved the final version of this work. This work was supported by ONR

Contract N00014-87-K-0001, NR 083-004, and ONR Grants N00014-88-K-0612 and N00014-89-4-1056.
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Figure I. A) Harvard Oulfcust for March 25, 1988, with EN175 ciizis track oveuisid.

b) Temperature profiles for the 36 XBT drops used in the analysis. c) Temperature contoured

along the line of 36 XDT drops shown in a). Nostheast is to the left, southwest to the right;

cross-stream, dtstane a equal to distance along the ship's track, which was virtually straight.

Figure 2. a) Fit of paramete A (eqn. (1)) to C, as given by eqn (2). Pluse mark the values individu-

ally denved for each of the 31 stations used in the fit. Open circles are the values derived for the

5 stations omitted infthefit. b) As ina), but afit of parameter B oC, asgiven by eqn (4). c)

Fit of paraieta C to yin eqn. (5). d) As ina), but afit of parameter Dto A.as ineqn (3).

Figure 3. a) Temperature contoured for the southernmost XBT section in Fig. Ia. where y = 0 is the

station location where T z l?C at 200 dbars. (Positive y values are onshore and are shown to

the left.) b) The model temperature contour over a similar range of y.

Figure 4. Compatrison, of the fits at 65- and 59"W for B, shown explicitly as a fuinction of the cross-

stream. position y. The inverse of B, which is the local scale depth for temzpeavure, is plotted.

Figure 5. a) Total potential vorticity field for the 13 parameter model derived in the text for 650W.

units we i-l0 -s1mC, and the contour interval is 2 x 1imC.shown as dashed contour are

the6'.WC 13 ad 1-Cisowis. ) Srechig V cznonefýf. do.

the6' l0C,13 nd16Cisthems b)Stetcin PVcoponnt

Figure 6. Same as in 5, but for Hiendry's parametric model at W*W.

Figure 7. Ob~served PV at 6VW, adapted from IMl anid Fofonoff (1993), and displaying only the

10, 20, .4d 25 x OmY contour. Solid area are greate than 25 x 1011Im-s-1; hashed

areas am 20 -25 x 1'mt;dotted contour is the 10 x 1-l0-'1 rn 1 contour. Dashed con-

tours am isopycnals from coq =269 kj m-3 to oý -27.4 kgm-3 with a contour interval of

0.1 kR rn3 .



67W 59W

I 10.84 "C 8.92 "C

6 0.00958 d*.,s' 0.00912 dbars-I

£ 7.326 "C 7.230 °C

a 0.938 0.942

p 4.829 C 4.830 OC

a 0.00170 dba=- 0.00265 dbar-

b 0.00315 dAM - 0.00251 am -

C 658 dbar= 557 dtars

d 0.0016 &m - 0.00098 dbar, -'

Ay 326 dbara 322 dbars

5, -0.0260 I=- -0.0248 km -

CY -9.74 bn -10.60 bn

Dy 437.4 dbwm' 445 dbar

Ta LI Values of the 13 pmmete in (2) - (5). TIw column labelled 65W is for fie XBT data dis-
cueed in dtis nowe; 5VW nterm to rmror's (1988) pame .
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